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Abstract
A new Stratified Approach For Enhanced Reliability (SAFER) pre-clinical

simulation testing of joint prostheses is presented in this article. The

aim of this approach is preclinical systematic testing of wear performance

in the much wider envelope of conditions found clinically rather than

relying only on the standard testing conditions that are currently used.

The approach includes variations in surgical delivery, variations in kine-

matics, variations in the patient population and degradation of the

biomaterial properties. Clinical experience of existing prostheses has

been used to validate the new in vitro methods.

Keywords hip replacement; knee replacement; pre-clinical simulation;

stratified approach for enhanced reliability SAFER; wear

Introduction

Hip and knee joint replacements have been used extensively over

thepast 50yearsgenerallywith ahigh levelof success.However, the

current generation of patients is placing higher demands on pros-

theses, and they are being increasingly used in younger and more

active patients. Patients now have higher expectations of their

prostheses, encompassing reliability, function and lifetime duration

with ‘50 active years after 50�’. Pre-clinical tribological simulation

can beused to determine the performance of a prosthesis under a set

of physiological kinematic conditions expressed as friction, wear,

wear debris and biological activity.1e3 However, this testing has

predominantlybeenperformedundera set of idealized standardgait

conditions; for the standardpatient inwhich the prosthesis has been

implanted with perfect surgical technique and under a single

activity. Since both patients and surgeons now have higher expec-

tations of joint replacements, there is a requirement for pre-clinical

testing to be enhanced, beyond the current standards and levels of

compliance in order to cover a much wider set of clinically relevant

conditions, to demonstrate the prosthesis is robust to these non-

perfect conditions.

Until the 1990’s therewas very limited pre-clinical testing of hip

and knee joint replacements. The development of standard pre-

clinical tribological simulation methods for hip joints was driven

by clinical failures due to polyethylene wear debris induced

osteolysis.1e3 From the 1990s up until the present time, standard

pre-clinical tribological tests4e9 have been used to assess perfor-

manceby industry and regulatory bodies. ISOandASTMstandards

were developed, which detail a standard walking cycle test. These

standards reflect a prosthesis with no degradation, a single activity

(walking), a standard patient of average weight, and accurate

surgery and alignment of the prosthesis. Such tests are often used to

showequivalence todesignsalready inclinicaluse. For conventional

polyethylene in the hip, the average wear rate under such standard

conditionsmatched the average clinical wear rate.10 However, there

wasmuchgreatervariation in clinicalwear rates.1e3,10,11 Pre-clinical

testing hasbeen subsequently used to demonstrate improvements in

material wear properties, such as for cross-linked polyethylene,

which showed a 5 fold reduction in wear compared to conventional

polyethylene.12 For alternative hard-on-hard bearings, clinically

these have shown a highly skewed distribution with outliers, and

this has not been replicated in the laboratory under standard
� 2012 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.
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conditions.13,14 In theknee, therehasbeen little clinical evaluationof

tibial wear rate, but modes of damage and the location of the wear

area can vary significantly between retrieved samples.15

An overall comparison of in vitro wear under standard

conditions and in vivo wear reveals that the standard walking

cycle simulation in vitro may replicate average in vivo wear rates

but it does not replicate the variation and spread of in vivo wear

rates, or the outliers, which may be up to 100 fold greater than

the average. The standard walking cycle simulation has been

effective in developing and evaluating designs that have

a reduced average wear rate, such as cross-linked polyethylene,

but factors that determine the level of (low) failure rates cannot

be evaluated through standard walking cycle simulator studies

and determination of average wear rates. To understand, eval-

uate and reduce failure rates further, we need to utilize non-

standard or adverse conditions in in vitro simulations.

This article presents a stratified approach to pre-clinical

testing, which has been developed over the past 10 years, aimed

at enhancing the safety and reliability of total joint replacements.
Methods and the stratified approach

The current standard for pre-clinical tribological evaluation of

joint prostheses considers the following:

� A prosthesis that does not degrade

� A correctly positioned prosthesis (correct rotational and

translational positions)

� A standard walking cycle

� An average standard patient, anatomy and physiology.

These standard conditions have been used to generate an

in vitro bank of data of some billion walking cycles, which has

then been compared to average clinical wear rates.4e14

Using a stratified approach to pre-clinical testing a number of test

methodologies have been developed to systematically address

a wider envelope of conditions, which include the following:

� Effect of variations and changes in the prosthetic device,

such as femoral head damage6 and oxidative degradation

of polyethylene.16

� Variations in surgical delivery and component positioning.

Twoprincipal typesof componentmal-positioning canoccur,

rotational mal-positioning and translational mal-posi-

tioning.17e27 Rotational mal-positioning is associated with

the acetabular cup inclination angle, with steeply inclined

cupsmoving the tribological contact patch towards the rim of

the cup, resulting in edge loading. In a well-positioned
Wear rates (mm3/million cycles) for hip replacements under

Type Metal on polyethylene4e6,12 Metal-o

Conventional Cross-linked 7.5e10 MRad

Head size (mm) 28 28e36 28 3

Wear rate (mm3/

million cycles)

25 to 40 5 to 10 0.1 to 1 0

Table 1
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prosthesis, the centres of rotation of the femoral head and

the acetabular cup are matched. Translational mal-

positioning conditions occur when these centres of rotation

are separated. If the level of separation exceeds the radial

clearance of the bearing couple, edge loading may occur.

Translational mal-positioning may occur due to several clin-

ical factors such as head offset deficiency, medialized cup,

stem subsidence, impingement and laxity of the soft tissues.

� Different types of patient activities, such as joint kine-

matics in the hip,5,28 levels of activities, levels of loading,

jogging, stopestart motion, level of swing phase load.29,30

Different input kinematics31,32 and the influence of femoral

condylar lift off in the knee.33

� Different types of patients or patient conditions, such as

variations in the natural lubricant,29,34 variation in

anatomy and physiology and disease state and in the

future inflammatory response, metal ion sensitivity.

The methodologies developed have been compared and vali-

dated against clinical wear rates where possible.
Results
Results for standard condition wear simulation
The normal range for average wear rates under standard condi-

tions from pre-clinical simulation studies of hip replacements

derived from a single laboratory is detailed in Table 1 below:

Essentially the highest wear rates were obtained for the metal

on polyethylene combinations, with a significantly lower wear

rate for the highly cross-linked polyethylene compared to

conventional polyethylene. Clinical studies have also borne out

this reduction in wear.35,38,39 It has been shown for conventional

polyethylene that a wear rate of 40 mm3 per million cycles

exceeds the critical volume of 500 mm3 needed to cause osteol-

ysis at 10 years in an active patient. This means the reduction in

wear rate with cross-linked polyethylene indicates this risk is

substantially reduced. Under standard conditions in a low or

medium demand patient a wear rate of less than 10 mm3/million

cycles was indicative of acceptable wear performance for cross-

linked polyethylene.

The alternative bearing combinations showed a decreasing trend

in wear rate from under 1 mm3/million cycle for metal-on-metal, to

under 0.1 mm3/million cycle for ceramic-on-metal and ceramic-on-

ceramic. Although the metal-on-metal combinations showed

a similar low wear rate for all sizes, this is not reflected in clinical

experience, with a wide range of wear rates and many substantially
standard conditions

n-metal14,22,36,37 Ceramic-on-metal36 Ceramic-on-

ceramic13,19,26

Alumina Delta

6 39e55 28 to 36 28 28

.4 to 0.8 0.1 to 0.4 0.02 to 0.1 0.02 to 0.1 0.02 to 0.1
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Wear rates (mm3/million cycles) for knee replacements
under standard conditions

Type of material Conventional

polyethylene8,9,33
Cross-linked

polyethylene

5 MRad

Wear rate (mm3/million

cycles)

6 to 12 3 to 6

Table 2

Effect of deterioration in femoral head roughness in the
hip on wear rates

Material Conventional polyethylene

Condition Smooth4e6 Scratched head10

Wear rate (mm3/million cycles) 25 to 40 100 to 140

Table 3
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higherwear rates being observed in individual patients.27Wear rates

above 1 mm3/million cycles were consistent with metal ion levels

above 10 ppm, which may produce adverse reactions clinically.27

The lowestwear rateswere obtainedwith the ceramic-on-ceramic

bearings, under 0.1 mm3/million cycle. Wear at this level is very

difficult to measure in vitro as it is on the limits of sensitivity of the

measurement methods. However, as for metal-on-metal bearings

standard simulation conditions have not been shown to replicate the

clinical experience,which has revealed characteristic stripewear and

higher wear rates in ceramic-on-ceramic bearings.17,18 Further, the

clinicalwear rates of the order of 1mm3/million cycles for ceramic do

not appear to produce adverse biological reactions.

It is also important to consider the biological effects of the

wear debris generated in terms of the type of reaction, inflam-

mation and osteolysis or toxicity and necrosis, as well as the

severity of the response to volumetric doses.2,3

Wear rates for the knee (medium size) under standard

simulation conditions are shown in Table 2. The wear rate for

conventional polyethylene in the knee was less than in the hip,

which reflects the lower incidence of osteolysis in the knee under

normal conditions. As in the hip, the wear rate was reduced with

cross-linked polyethylene material and a wear rate of less than 10

mm3/million cycles may be considered acceptable performance

for polyethylene in the knee.
Results for examples of stratified approach for wear

simulation
Effect of changes in the prosthetic device: changes in the

prosthetic device could relate to materials, or design. For

example, oxidative degradation of polyethylene was a problem

historically resulting in delamination and osteolytic failure of hip
Effect of different surgical delivery and component positionin

Type Metal-on-metal25,36

Head size (mm) 28 39 39

Adverse condition Translational

mal-position

Rotational

mal-position

Tra

rot

ma

Wear rate (mm3/million cycles) 0.5 to 3 1 to 10 8 t

Table 4
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and knee implants.40 New stabilized and cross-linked poly-

ethylene’s addressed this concern.41 However, other degradation

mechanisms may also be taking place in vivo, such as a deterio-

ration in the roughness of the smooth metallic femoral head in

the hip.10 This would be particularly relevant as the prosthesis

enters the second decade of its life in vivo. This has been

investigated in vitro through developing a protocol for generating

discrete scratches on the femoral heads, which was based on

measurements of scratches in clinically retrieved prostheses.10

This damage produced a three-fold increase in the polyethylene

wear for a size 28 mm hip replacement under standard condi-

tions compared to a smooth head (Table 3). This would

substantially increase the risk of osteolysis.

Different surgical delivery and component positioning: Table 4

details example wear rates under conditions associated with

variation in the position of the hip prosthesis, in particular

variation in the rotational position of the cup with an increased

inclination angle of 60�, variation in the translational position of

the head and cup with a microseparation of the centres by 0.5

mm and a combination of both conditions.

The effect of surgical delivery and component positioning onwear

was dependent on the type of bearing. The current generation of

ceramic-on-ceramic (Delta) and ceramic-on-metal produced wear

rates below 1 mm3/million cycles under translational mal-posi-

tioning, which could be considered as an acceptable level of wear.

Also it has previously been shown that there is no effect of rotational

mal-positioning on the wear of ceramic-on-ceramic bearings.13,26

However, the wear of the metal-on-metal combinations were all

above 1 mm3/million cycles, for both rotational and translational

mal-positioning. The largest increase was for the larger diameter sub

hemispherical surface replacementunder translational and rotational

mal-position, whereas the smaller diameter bearing showed the least
g on wear in the hip

Ceramic-on-metal36 Ceramic-on-ceramic19,26,45

Alumina Delta

28 28 28

nslational

ational

l-position

Translational

mal-position

Translational

mal-position

Translational

mal-position

o 14 0.1 to 0.5 0.5 to 1.8 0.5 to 0.25

� 2012 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.
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Variation in kinematic conditions in the knee

Type of

material

Conventional

polyethylene31,32
Cross-linked

polyethylene

5 MRad

Conventional

polyethylene33

Condition Increased

anterior

posterior

translation

Increased

anterior

posterior

translation

Lift off

Wear rate

(mm3/million

cycles)

9 to 15 4.5 to 8.5 12 to 19

Table 5
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increase. Such pre-clinical test results under adverse conditionswere

able to differentiate the performance between differentmaterials and

design, which is less evident under standard conditions. The results

for metal-on-metal bearings provide a potential explanation for

variation in clinical performance and outcomes with different

designs. Further evidence of the value of this type of pre-clinical

testing has been demonstrated in the development of surface engi-

neered bearings for hips, where simulation of mal-positioning and

rim loadingwas able to demonstrate failure of surface coating prior to

the device entering clinical trials.42

Different types of patient activities: Table 5 details the varia-

tions in wear rate in the knee associated with changes in kine-

matics inputs. In particular, the effect of higher kinematic inputs

through increased anterior-posterior translation and also the

introduction of abduction-adduction femoral condylar lift off and

medial-lateral translation were studied. All data presented is for

a medium sized fixed bearing type of total knee replacement.

For conventional polyethylene the wear rate increased with

higher kinematic inputs, with a greater increase for the lift off

conditions. This would result in a corresponding increase in the

risk ofwear debris induced osteolysis. The increase inwear rate for

the cross-linked polyethylene with increased anterior-posterior

translation was not as substantial, showing a potential advantage

of the cross-linked material under higher kinematic conditions.

Different types of patients or patient conditions: here we

consider the patient variable of lubrication and the effect of

lubricant composition on the friction coefficient of different

bearing combinations in the hip (Table 6).
Friction factors for size 28 mm hip replacements29

Type of hip Metal on

polyethylene

Metal-

on-metal

Ceramic-

on-metal

Ceramic-

on-ceramic

100% serum 0.07 0.10 0.07 0.05

25% serum 0.06 0.12 0.05 0.04

Water 0.05 0.17 0.02 0.02

Table 6
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The metal-on-metal bearings had significantly higher friction

factors compared to the other bearing materials. Protein

concentration was shown to have a marked effect upon the

friction factors of all the different bearings. For all material

combinations, except metal-on-metal, increasing the protein

concentration resulted in an increase in friction factor. In the

metal-on-metal bearings the increased concentration of proteins

appeared to improve the lubrication within the bearing.29
Discussion

Patient demographics and their demands are changing,with younger

and more active patients. This is in conjunction with increased

expectations, not only of patients but also of healthcare providers,

clinicians and regulators, who typically demand a success rate of

greater than 90% at ten years. Wear debris induced osteolysis and

failure remains the major cause of failure of joint replacements.1e3

Pre-clinical testing can play a key role in assessing the performance

of joint replacements and historically pre-clinical wear testing under

a standardwalking cycle simulation has been shown to comparewell

with clinical data for some designs and materials. However, testing

under suchconditionsas thoseof the ISOstandardwalkingcyclehave

not been able to predict wear related failure or wear mechanisms

clinically, neither have they been able to consistently differentiate the

performance of different designs.

In order to enhance the safety and reliability of joint replace-

ments, pre-clinical testing should include a wider range of clinically

relevant conditions that are investigated in a systematic and

rigorous fashion. This stratified approach to simulation should

includechanges in theprostheticdevice, different patients activities,

different typesof patients orpatient conditions anddifferent surgical

delivery and component positioning. Some examples of these

conditions have been presented in this article but more research is

needed to define the effect of different design variables on wear

under a wider set of adverse conditions and a wider range of daily

activities. Such a stratifiedapproach to simulationwill inform future

design by defining the performance envelope of device, identifying

failuremechanisms, informing clinicians and industry of conditions

where a device might not be suitable and enhancing future product

development for both design and material selection.

The first part of this article reported results under standard

baseline test conditions for various bearing materials for historical

and current joint replacements from our existing data set of over 5

billion test cycles. When combined with clinical experience, these

results have defined indicative levels of acceptable performance in

terms of wear rates for different materials. The differing bio-

reactivity and cellular response meant that there appears to be

a lower clinical tolerance to metal compared to polyethylene.

The second part of this article has introduced the concept of

a new stratified approach for enhanced reliability (SAFER)

pre-clinical simulation testing of joint prostheses, with many

examples of how different clinically relevant conditions affect the

wear rates and performance of various prostheses, and most

importantly shown how different types of prostheses respond

differently to the different conditions. The results from these

wider sets of conditions have been compared with those obtained

from the baseline standard walking cycle testing.

In the polyethylene hip there remain concerns around dete-

rioration of the metallic head causing elevated wear and
� 2012 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.
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potentially increasing the risk of osteolysis. The scratch resistant

ceramic head may lessen this risk, particularly if coupled with

cross-linked polyethylene, which has shown reduced wear under

standard conditions.43,44

In the hip, edge loading can occurwhen the femoral head contacts

the rim of acetabular cup. This has been shown to produce a char-

acteristic stripe on the femoral head for hard-on-hard bearing mate-

rials; indeed stripe wear was first observed on ceramic-on-ceramic

retrievals by Nevelos et al.17 This stripe wear was not seen in vitro

under standard testing conditions but can be produced in vitro

through rotational or translational mal-positioning depending on the

bearing material and design. For example, in ceramic-on-ceramic

bearing, edge loading due to rotational mal-position did not cause

stripe wear and increased wear, whereas translational mal-position

(microseparation conditions) resulted in increased wear, stripe wear

mechanisms, and the generation of bimodal micron sized wear

particles, as seen on retrievals.17,19,20,45 Under standard conditions,

the current generation of ceramic-on-ceramic Delta material when

compared to previous generations, showed no distinguishable

difference. However under adverse translational mal-positioning

conditions the improved Delta material showed a greater resistance

to wear.26 This highlights an advantage of the stratified approach,

which is the capability to differentiate betweendifferent devices. This

can reflect improvements in material performance. The ability to

compare wear rates with clinical experience and performance is

a fundamental requirement.

The wear of metal-on-metal bearings has been shown to be

sensitive to both rotational and translational mal-positioning as

well as design (cup coverage) and head size.27 When compared

to ceramic-on-ceramic the absolute level of wear is much higher,

and when combined with the increased reactivity, indicates

a greater potential for clinical damage.

Under standard walking conditions, knee prostheses generally

have low wear. In-vivo fluoroscopic studies have demonstrated

significant variability in knee kinematics between patients,

particularly the incidence of femoral condylar lift off from the

tibial bearing.46 In vitro increased kinematics, through both

increased anterior posterior translation and condylar lift off,

produced elevated wear. Moderately cross-linked polyethylene

has been shown to reduce wear under both standard conditions

and higher kinematic conditions. Given the significant variability

in knee kinematics between patients it is important to begin to

test the performance of current knee designs under a wider range

of clinically relevant kinematic conditions.

There is a need to consider other patients activities such as

stair climbing, squatting, chair-rise and descent for example.

However these activities may only impact on less than ten

percent of the tribological cycles, whereas a mal-positioned

prosthesis leading to edge loading in the hip or instability in

the knee leading to femoral condylar lift off can cause high

kinematic demand and increased wear on every step.
Conclusion

This paper summarizes studies undertaken to date using our

SAFER pre-clinical simulation and is based on a data bank of

several million cycles of test data for hip and knee. However

these findings only record some of the variations in clinical

conditions. It is also important to recognize that there may be
ORTHOPAEDICS AND TRAUMA 26:4 250
synergistic interactions between adverse conditions, and there-

fore a need to consider, in the future, parametric studies to

examine the effect of independent and combined conditions.

In summary, average wear rates in current hip and knee joint

replacements have been successfully reduced under standard

conditions to acceptable low levels for each material type. Now it

is necessary to focus on producing acceptable tribological

performance in the much wider envelope of conditions found

clinically. The new stratified approach for enhanced reliability

(SAFER) pre-clinical simulation testing of joint prostheses pre-

sented in this article provides a frame work in which to

systematically address this future challenge.

Key learning points:

� To date pre-clinical wear simulation has been performed

under a standard walking cycle considering a correctly

positioned prosthesis in an average standard patient.

� Average wear rates in current hip and knee joint replace-

ments have been successfully reduced under standard

conditions to acceptable low levels for each material type.

� To understand, evaluate and reduce (low) failure rates, we

need to perform pre-clinical testing under the much wider

envelope of conditions found clinically.

� Proposed stratified approach for enhanced reliability

‘SAFER’ pre-clinical simulation testing of joint prostheses

challenges the bearing design with a stratified matrix of

adverse conditions.
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